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Abstract: A qualitative analysis for determining axis of a gas pipeline in view of general risk is outlined in the paper. The
increasing building of gas pipelines for energy transportation vehicle, the importance of risk associated to this transport is
gained strong importance. Risk assessment is an extremely useful tool in providing a framework in which to identify the
possible hazards and determine the risks associated with gas pipelines. The determination of route, thickness, diameter and
segment lengths is the major factor of constructing gas pipelines. The paper is presenting this risk in general and in a
qualitative manner.
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1. Introduction
For securing energy sources in view of changing political
situations, new gas pipelines will be constructed from
production areas to the consumption zones.

operation and minimization of their effects calculation of risk
factors.
Calculation of risk or risk assessment consists of technical
and environmental specifications and must include the risk
factors originated from environmental events and operational
activities. The risk factors must be in suitable details and risk
probability must be in calculation basis, reasonable, regular
and documentable.
The operational risks are pipe age, terrestrial location of
the pipeline, precautions against corrosion, periodic
maintenance, supervision of the line and other factors.
Operational risks that might be caused by leakage are fire
(pool, jet and flare up), gas distribution (concentration),
explosion and toxicity. It is necessary to define the danger
zone for determination of payable losses and compensations,
see Figure 1. Figure 2 and 3 present the movement of the
plume from the gas pipeline. In Figures 4, 5 and 6, the
influence zones are presented, [7 - 11].

Figure 1. The danger zone, [1].

One of the major difficulties of building these pipelines is
overcoming of risk problems on environment where the
pipelines are built, [2-6]. Emergency response plan and risk
analysis must be prepared for the pipeline’s building and
operation. These plans must cover environmental compliance
of the gas pipeline, investigation of gas pipeline’s socioeconomic aspects and prevention of all problems during

Figure 2. Gas plume from the pipeline, [11].
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2. Risk Analysis of Hazardous Events

Figure 3. Effects of meteorology and topography on gas plume, [1].

Figure 4. Influence zone and various distances of gas leakage, [1].

Figure 5. Impact areas for fire, [1].

Figure 6. Impact areas for explosion, [1].

The receptors must include count and type; and these
receptors must be quantified in units. A unit can be assigned a
fixed money value and that simplifies remediation or
compensation to injured values.

The environmental risks are affected be terrestrial location
of the pipeline, settlements, flora and animals, agriculture
and livestock, terrorism and other factors, [11-18],
Basic principlesof calculations are
• Calculate on every point
• Comparison of segment lengths
• Hazards
• Calculation of all collapse factors for pipeline
• Calculation of thickness in terms of time factor
• addition of all risks
The risk assessment factors are pipe age, the land on which
the pipeline is placed, precautions against corrosion, position
of settlements near the pipeline and others factors. Indexing
methods is used to quantify the risk.
Risk assessment results determination of pipeline route,
calculation of pipe segments’ length, calculation of pipe
diameter and thickness and other details.The foresights for
risk analysis are conervative calculations, uncertain details,
past events, expert assessments, relative assessments,
scenarioassessments, probabilistic assessments
Determination risk term by using absolute results or
relative result’s model.The models should contain in,
probabilistic methods, scenarios, trees, results and
verification, and determination of formation frequency
Basic risk scenarios are leakage jet (pool) fire, tear jet
(pool) fire, leakage flare fire, tear flare fire, leakage
explosion, tear explosion, underground leakages in embedded
pipes If sea passages are considered the toxicity of beam
risingin the sea and its effects, the effects of sea water’s
density change, especially on surface.
The pipeline risk analysis factors are size, age, type and
operating pressure of the pipeline, product transported and
location of the line, relative to natural and man-made threats.
Consequences of of gas release are proximity of the line,
meteorological and topographical conditions, local terrain
and land use. The qualitative methods are improved to
quantitative methods.
The general steps in a pipeline risk analysis are as follows:
Data Compilation – The first step is to compile all
pertinent data for the risk analysis. This includes the location
and characteristics of the pipeline and the area site of interest.
Hazard identification – The pipeline system must be
characterized in sufficient detail to formulate potential
accident scenarios and to pen-lit subsequent evaluation of
accident probability, likely release amount and nature and
magnitude of resulting impacts:
Probability analysis – Probability analysis determines the
likelihood of an event expressed in relative (typically referred
to as likelihood) or quantitative teens (typically referred to as
probability).
Consequence analysis – Consequence analysis examines
the potential physical impacts and derivative consequences
(e.g. harm to people. or the environment) of a pipeline failure
and accidental release of product.
Risk evaluation – Risk evaluation creates a numerical
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combination of both the probability of all and its
consequences.
Risk control – Risk control consists of prevention and
mitigation measures respectively to reduce the probability
that a release of pipeline product will occur and to
minimize the impacts of any release that might occur.
Reporting – When the risk analysis is completed
and results are reported to management. The report
contains information on the area pipeline, method, data and
assumptions and results.
The causes of pipeline failure are corrosion (internal and
external), excavation damage, natural forces ground
movement, flooding, and displacement, etc.), other outside
forces (e.g. fire or explosion near the pipeline); material and
weld defects, equipment and operations (e.g. such as over
pressuring and an inadequately protected system through
inappropriate operating settings); and other (i.e. not included
above or unknown).
Risk Control can be done through prevention and
mitigation. Prevention measures are used to control risk by
reducing the likelihood of a risk event occurring.
Traditionally; codes, standards, regulations and an operator’s
own good practices comprise prevention activities. Specific
prevention activities generally focus on specific causes of
pipeline failures For example, prevention measures
associated with excavation damage including pipeline makers,
patrols, and one-call notifications. Mitigation measures are
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pre-engineered systems. Procedures and practices that reduce
the consequences of a pipeline product release, should a
release occur. Emergency preparedness and emergency
response plans are one of the most basic elements of
mitigation. Some mitigation measures are common to all
pipelines; some depend on whether the line is a gas or liquid
pipeline and whether the issue is product flammability,
toxicity or both. Risk analysis has three stages; these are risk
screening, qualitative and detailed qualitative analysis.
For a given length of pipeline within X of a site property
line, each of these hazards has a unique length of pipe from
which the impacts could reach a receptor. Outside of this
length the impacts could not reach the receptor. The segment
length for which a hazard can have an impact is the length
XSEG; the hazard impact distance and XSEG, see Figure 7.
The steps of an analysis, in sequence, to determine the
hazard impact distance XSEG length for each of the, three
hazard types based on the distance between the receptor and
the pipeline hazard source, and the hazard impact distance
which is maximum mortality impact from the closest
approach of the pipeline to the receptor.
• Average mortality at the receptor for each XSEG.
• Base adjusted failure probability for the pipeline.
• Base probability for each XSEG.
• Conditional probability factor for each event scenario
• Conditional probability of individual exposure.

Figure 7. Segment and safety XSEG, [1].

3. Discussion
The complications and detail of risk analysis of a gas
pipeline is introduced. The fire, explosion and toxicity are
main issues for a building and operating a gas pipeline.
Importance of selection of segment length is the important
part of the designing a gas pipeline. The paper is the
guidance will give basic preparation rules of risk analysis of
gas pipelines.

4. Conclusion
This study of risk of a pipeline transport system activity is
presented. Total risks of infrastructures are based on the
infrastructure and operation. These quantitative risks are
based on threatening consequences of events identified.
Quantitative risk assessment has its foundation in the
application of procedures used in other transport
infrastructure of hydrocarbon sector and industry. By that
way, the risk of an infrastructure can be determined in the
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area of tolerable range. In this procedure, spill events must be
included that have occurred to date.
In considering risk characteristics of a pipeline transport
system and operation, the risk of each infrastructure must be
considered. The risks located in acceptable levels are
considered tolerable. Acceptable levels of risk are tolerable to
the human settlements which fall within the acceptable zones.
In the area of human settlements, divulgation of activities and
preparation of communities are considered as preventive
measures, [19 – 22].
The ground motions in the integrity of the infrastructure
should be monitored by annually scheduled activities and
new assessments should be scheduled with idle paths, in
which to identify new high sensitivity points for modifying
maintenance programs.
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